
METHODS & DATA APPROACH
Aim of the research project is to develop a general theory of PYOs
across countries and beyond party families, which is why a
comparative, mixed-methods approach is used.

FIRST STEP: secondary analysis based on the Political
Party Database (PPDB) data. This database includes a
wide range of organisational details of 122 parties in
19 different countries with (semi-)parliamentary
systems.

SECOND STEP: gathering additional data not included
in the PPDB, e.g. about organisational details of the
youth organisations.

THIRD STEP: case selection for a qualitative approach
since it is not possible to answer all research questions
otherwise.

FOURTH STEP: questioning/interviewing of key actors
(to be identified) within the party organisation and
within the party youth organisation.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

 FUNCTIONS

① PYOs AS A LINKAGE (Lawson 1980, and others)

② PYOs AS PART OF ‘THE THREE FACES OF PARTY ORGANISATION’ (Katz/Mair 1993)

③ PYOs AS PEER GROUP

 GOALS

Vote-Seeking
Policy-Seeking
Office-Seeking

 FOUNDATION

inside of the parent party
Where was the PYO founded?

outside of the parent party

PYO as peer group  political education & socialisation

MOTIVATION & RESEARCH QUESTION
Most parties in Western democracies have a somehow related party youth
organisation (PYO). Party sub-organisations and especially party youth organisations
are widely ignored in party research, even though the organisation of parties and
party membership are well-researched topics in political science. Furthermore, party
research regularly names PYOs as a strategic factor within a party’s organisation
when facing party membership decline, and as a recruitment resource for (future)
seat and office holders. However, none of these claims were ever thoroughly proven.
My DISSERTATION PROJECT addresses this research gap and tackles the question:
Why do parties have party youth organisations and do they benefit from having
one?

Before examining the benefits, it is essential to define what kind of relationship a
parent party and their PYO maintain, what exactly the functions of party youth
organisations are in theory and if they are able to fulfil the functions which are
attributed to them.
In the second part of the project, the perspective shifts to the self-image of PYOs.
PYOs can only be a strategic factor if they see it as their duty. Parties are vote-,
office- or policy-seeking (Strøm 1990). Since PYOs don’t run for elections and
therefore don’t compete with each other for either votes or office, the question
needed to be solved here is: What key aims do party youth organisations target for
themselves?
Closely linked to the question of key aims is: What do PYOs actually do and are
party youth organisations successful in what they are doing?

State of the project: Developing the theoretical framework
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